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Chapter 601 

The arrogant and unbeatable Xie Hongjun, so like being dragged away like a dead dog? 

In the yard of the scrap buying station, the scene suddenly became cold. 

Wang Hu and Wang Xin, as well as the old dean of the courtyard and other people, have not even 

reacted from this dramatic transformation, still immersed in a heart full of shock. 

And those little children, but also some disbelief, bullying themselves and the old dean of those bad 

guys, were good police arrested? 

Immediately, they cheered loudly; “Oh~~~ Oh~~~” 

Ji Feng could not help but smile and shake his head, the world of children is actually the most simple, in 

their eyes, good for them is the good guys, bullying them, is the bad guys. Moreover, their sadness 

always comes and goes quickly, just for a moment, these children have been happy to laugh. 

The others then came back to their senses and couldn’t help but let out a long breath, things were 

actually solved just like that! 

Wang Hu and Wang Xin both looked at each other, then came to Ji Feng at the same time, both bowed, 

and said aloud, “Boss!” 

Ji Feng immediately smiled faintly, reached out to help them up, and smiled, “Welcome to you!” 

“Boss, we have promised before, from today onwards, you are our lifelong boss, unless we die, then we 

will always be under your command and at your disposal, absolutely no second thoughts!” Wang Hu said 

resoundingly. 

“That’s right, Brother Tiger’s meaning, is my meaning!” Wang Xin also nodded and agreed next to him. 

Ji Feng smiled: “Then I’ve made a lot of money, a fighting expert, a computer expert, if placed in those 

large companies, such talents like you can not even ask for ah!” 

“But those big companies won’t help us bring down this beast Xie Hongjun, but you did it for us, boss!” 

Wang Hu said seriously. 

“Just kidding!” Ji Feng smiled and waved his hand, “Well, since we’re all working together from now on, 

you guys get to know each other!” 

Yi Xingchen and the others immediately extended their hands to the two of them and introduced 

themselves. For Wang Hu’s hands, Yi Xingchen and others are still more admired, especially his body of 

that military flavor, but also very right Yi Xingchen and others temper, especially Guo Tao and Liu Zejun, 

both almost in Wang Hu’s men suffered a loss, a few people are considered heroes to each other! 

Wang Xin, however, noticed that the old dean seemed to look very sad, she could not help but say 

softly: “Old dean, Xie Hongjun that kind of brute, is not worth your sadness for him, do not think so 

much about it!” 



“Ugh!” 

The old dean shook his head slightly and sighed softly. 

Xie Hongjun can be unfilial, can be enmity, but after raising Xie Hongjun for so many years, how can the 

old dean say put down and feel at ease? 

The world, only unfilial children, less beastly parents! 

Ji Feng looked up and found that it was almost noon, he said: “Let’s do it this way, is there any 

restaurant nearby, let’s eat first and then talk about other things!” 

Yi Xingchen nodded slightly, Ji Feng had given the word, they naturally would not have other opinions. 

Wang Hu immediately supported the old dean and said, “Old dean, put the work in your hand first, let’s 

go eat first!” 

Ji Feng does not intend to take these orphans to the top-class restaurants, not for other reasons, just 

because he does not want these small children once they have been to that kind of class hotel, the heart 

of vanity exuberant, and thus another Xie Hongjun, that can be his sin! 

In fact, this residential area is indeed no upscale restaurants, stalls are a few, and the taste seems to be 

good. Even so, these children are very happy to eat, Ji Feng asked for a total of five tables, in the seat, in 

addition to the sound of barley eating, but not a child speak, each in the wolf swallowed, look at Ji Feng 

heart as if there is something in the blockage. 

Ji Feng simply ate two bites, also put down the chopsticks, in this case, he really can not eat, in addition, 

some things also need to think about it. 

Suddenly there are two more excellent talents around, Wang Hu is also very good arrangements, but 

Wang Xin? 

If you let Wang Xin and Yang Yu work together, is it really appropriate? 

For Yang Yu’s obstinate character, Ji Feng just thinking about it all feel head over heels, when Wang Xin 

once the conflict with Yang Yu or what happened conflict, then want to moderate is impossible, these 

problems, Ji Feng had to consider. 

“It seems that it is necessary to ask their own opinions before making a decision!” Ji Feng secretly 

decided. 

“Ding ……” 

Just at this time, Ji Feng’s cell phone suddenly rang, but it was Qiu Pengfei calling. 

Ji Feng immediately picked up the phone, “Pengfei, what does it say?!” 

“Ji young, there are two things!” 

Qiu Pengfei also did not have any nonsense, directly to the point: “The first thing, Xie Hongjun that kid 

was just locked up, immediately all put down, he received the developer’s money, the amount is enough 

to sentence. The second thing, the orphanage and scrap collection station in the south of the city, and 



that piece of residential, and not in the planning of the demolition! Of course, sooner or later, there is 

also to develop, so even if it is okay this time, that piece of residential can not exist much longer!” 

Ji Feng immediately smiled: “Pengfei, hard work, buy you dinner some day!” 

“Then I can remember, haha ……” Qiu Pengfei was also in a good mood, and was not affected by Xie 

Hongjun, but likewise joked with Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng deliberated for a moment before saying; “Pengfei, I have to trouble you to do me a favor. You 

help me to tell that developer …… not to say my identity, say it is the orphanage people said …… want 

the orphanage and scrapyard land no problem, but after all, to find a place for these children in other 

places, that is, the developer To build another orphanage!” 

“This is simple, I will inform the developer to meet me later, three days at most, I will give you accurate 

news!” Qiu Pengfei laughed. 

“Then I’m counting on you for everything!” Ji Feng laughed. 

Hanging up the phone, Ji Feng found that the attention of the old dean and Wang Hu and Wang Xin 

were all focused on himself, he laughed: “It may take a few more days, so I may have to condescend to 

the old dean for you to live over here first during this period of time, and then I will ask you to move out 

when I have put things in place!” 

“Never mind, never mind!” The old dean waved his hand in a panic, “This is really too much trouble for 

you, how can I thank you oh!” 

“Old dean, you have trained two extremely outstanding talents for me, it’s me who should thank you!” Ji 

Feng laughed, “Well, let’s not talk about this, first eat ……” 

…… 

When Ji Feng returned to the Tengfei Pharmaceutical Factory and saw Yang Yu, the guy did not have a 

droopy head in the detention center, became in good spirits, and even the original mute face will show a 

smile from time to time, looking at the Ji Feng can not help but be a little puzzled. 

“Yang Yu, picked up the money? So happy!” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

Yang Yu’s face immediately showed a trace of embarrassment, na na could not say anything, but the 

eyes from time to time to Ji Feng’s back glance. 

“Come on, don’t glance!” Ji Feng said in a good-natured manner, “Go and get to know these two, one is 

Wang Hu, and this other beauty is called Wang Xin, of course, she has a code name – wx!” 

Swish! 

Yang Yu suddenly lit up, “You are wx?!” 

Wang Xin smiled and nodded: “Yes, I am wx……” 

Ji Feng sense directly into the office, Yi Xingchen and others also brought back some of the equipment 

and weapons that can not be used, and outside, there are only three people left Yang Yu. 



Tossed all night without sleep, Ji Feng is a little sleepy, back in the office, he sat on a chair, slightly closed 

his eyes, considered closed eyes to recuperate. But in fact, he was thinking. 

“Ding ……” 

Ji Feng’s phone suddenly rang, he opened his eyes, but found that the phone was from Yang Dezhao. 

“Uncle Yang!” Ji Feng picked up the phone, he had already guessed the purpose of Yang Dezhao’s call, 

“Yang Yu is in the factory now, should I let him talk to you?” 

“No, no, there’s no need, I’ve already met him in the morning!” Yang Dezhao said gratefully, “Ji Feng, 

things I have also heard Yang Yu say, Uncle Yang really does not know what to say to be good ……” 

Ji Feng immediately laughed: “Uncle Yang, you say so is too foreign, right? Oh ……” 

Yang Dezhao and excited to say some words of gratitude, Ji Feng just smiling a sentence did not reply, 

but in fact, he did not take it to heart, after all, save Yang Yu on the one hand is to look at the face of 

Xiao Changhe and others, but on the other hand, but also because Ji Feng on Yang Yu up the love of 

talent, so for Yang Dezhao’s gratitude, Ji Feng is really ashamed of it. 

Finally, after dealing with Yang Dezhao, Ji Feng just hung up the phone and heard a knock on the door. 

“Please come in!” Ji Feng said aloud. 

Yang Yu walked in first, followed by Wang Hu and Wang Xin, and Yi Xingchen also walked in. 

“Boss!” Yang Yu shouted naggingly, the following did not know what to say, and held it for half a day 

before saying, “Thank you!” 

Ji Feng was immediately exasperated, Yang Yu a thank you, that is not easy ah. 

He shook his head slightly and decided not to bother with Yang Yu, otherwise, he would not be angry to 

death. 

“Yang Yu, Wang Xin, in fact, you do not have to thank me, I saved you, in fact, I want you to help me 

work!” Ji Feng laughed, “You guys have to be mentally prepared!” 

The three people immediately smiled faintly, they certainly know. But not only was there no resistance 

in their hearts, but they were very grateful. 

“That’s good!” 

Ji Feng nodded with a smile and asked, “Yang Yu, Wang Xin, if the two of you set up a company related 

to computers, of course, the funds are provided by me, as for how you spend I do not care, in a word, 

you have complete freedom, in this case, do you have confidence, to be able to make the company 

bigger?!” 

Yang Yu and Wang Xin looked at each other and said at the same time: “Yes!” 

“Oh? So confident?!” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 



“Boss, still remember the program I wrote when we first met? In fact, I’ve been working on that one, 

and made an exchange with Wang Xin ……” Yang Yu talked endlessly about the program he had 

designed, and Wang Xin added two sentences from time to time at the side. 

Ji Feng quietly listened, the corners of his mouth held a smile, the heart is very pleased. Pharmaceutical 

plant, network company, these are the two most important in his plan, like two legs, supporting the 

upper body and brain …… 

The prototype of the future framework is finally formed! 

  

Chapter 602 

That night, Wang Hu and Wang Xin did not return to the orphanage, but stayed in the staff dormitory of 

the Tengfei Pharmaceutical Factory under Ji Feng’s arrangement. This was all because when Ji Feng was 

asking Wang Xin about the online extortion ring she had joined, he actually heard the word ‘Dynasty’ 

from her mouth. 

Ji Feng was immediately taken aback, how could this cyber extortion group, actually also have a 

relationship with Dynasty? 

This dynasty, really pervasive ah! 

On guard, Ji Feng directly left Wang Hu and Wang Xin behind, and that night, he asked Wang Xin in 

detail about the dynasty. 

“Boss, is this dynasty very important to you?” Wang Xin saw Ji Feng’s cautious expression and could not 

help but ask in a strange manner. 

Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “It’s still too early to say what it has to do with me, but I always have a 

very strange feeling that knowing information about the dynasty seems to be very important to me!” 

Wang Xin immediately said with some regret, “Boss, I’m really sorry, in fact, I only overheard the other 

party talking to himself before I heard the name Dynasty ……” 

After listening to Wang Xin’s narration Ji Feng realized how Wang Xin actually knew about Dynasty. 

It turned out that before this, the name wx, was already very active on the internet. Only at that time, 

Wang Xin also only appeared on some hacker forums and other forums about computer technology, 

often solving problems with bounties and using them to make money and fund orphanages. 

The cyber extortion group suddenly contacted Wang Xin in the forum and asked her to help attack a few 

servers. At that time, Wang Xin was in need of money and the orphanage also needed a considerable 

amount of money, so after a day or two of hesitation, Wang Xin nodded her head and agreed. 

But Wang Xin had one more condition, that she would not meet with the other party, whether it was 

the share after the job was done or the prior agreement, all directly through the internet, originally she 

did this only because she did not want to bring any unnecessary trouble to the orphanage. 



It was also because of such thoughts that Wang Xin did some more precautions – she opened a back 

door in the other party’s firewall and listened to their conversations at work! 

“The people they have there, it seems, are all the same as me, computer experts who like to hang 

around on some hacking forums. These people were organised to wreak havoc on the internet and 

attack some online companies, leaving the police and some so-called computer experts in Jiangzhou, all 

anxious!” 

Wang Xin recalled carefully, her personality was somewhat introverted and she didn’t seem too fond of 

talking, I believe if the person asking the question wasn’t Ji Feng, she definitely wouldn’t have said so 

much: “At that time, I was worried that the other party might have some bad intentions against me, so 

after the first joint attack on a server, I opened a back door in their firewall and they didn’t find out! ” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly, being able to keep so many experts from discovering it and doing 

it right under their noses, Wang Xin’s level was naturally unquestionable. 

“And then you heard the name Dynasty?!” Ji Feng asked. 

“No, after the attack was over, everyone scattered, but one person stayed behind, he seemed to be 

checking the information copied from that network company’s server, and then made a phone call, 

seemingly reporting to someone!” Wang Xin recalled, “When he hung up the phone, he seemed to be 

talking to himself, which among other things mentioned Dynasty!” 

“So that’s how it is!” 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully, but his heart was a little heavy, the shadow of the dynasty had appeared 

again ah! Since returning to Jiangzhou, Ji Feng had actually not planned to ask more about these 

matters, after all, he also already knew that the above must have already known and already had certain 

countermeasures in place. 

However, the shadow of the dynasty, but how can not avoid, always intentionally or unintentionally 

encounter, which makes Ji Feng very helpless. 

“Boss, Dynasty is a girl, right?” Wang Xin asked with a smile, in her opinion, the only one who could 

make the boss so nervous must be a girl, after all, she had never seen such an expression of nervousness 

on Ji Feng’s face, even in the morning in the city’s southern scrap buying station, the other side came 

with a large number of police and city police, he still did not show any half-hearted nervousness. 

“Girls?!” Ji Feng was stunned, then could not help but shake his head and smile, “No, the dynasty is not 

a person, but yet it also makes me hold my heart ah ……” 

“Not a person?” Wang Xin some do not understand Ji Feng’s words, this words from a different 

perspective, there are different interpretations. 

“Well, you should rest early, I should also go back!” Ji Feng stood up and smiled, “Don’t say anything to 

anyone about what we said today, got it?” 

“Mm!” 

Wang Xin seemed to realise something from Ji Feng’s expression, she nodded and said, “I know, boss!” 



Ji Feng smiled faintly and made a please gesture, the two of them walked out of the office, only then did 

they realize that it was already dark, even the security guards patrolling the factory had started to put 

on their mining lamps …… 

“Boss ……,” Wang Xin suddenly shouted. 

“Hmm?!” Ji Feng casually responded, “What else is going on?” 

“Remember what I told you, one of the people who was with those computer experts, called someone 

else, now that I think about it, he seemed to be looking for something, but what exactly he was looking 

for, I don’t know!” Wang Xin said with some hesitation. 

“What do you mean?!” Ji Feng was stunned, “Looking for something?!” 

“It seems to be, but I’m not too sure!” Wang Xin nodded slightly and said, “I just heard him say 

something like ‘haven’t found it yet’ when he called, and the rest, he just kept saying ‘hmmmmmmmm’, 

‘got it ‘, ‘got it’ and so on, and I didn’t hear anything of value again, and by the end of the day, I didn’t 

hear him call again!” 

Ji Feng, however, stood still, his brow furrowed. 

Dynasty’s people were looking for something …… 

What exactly were they looking for? 

“Boss, what’s wrong?” Wang Xin looked at Ji Feng strangely, it seemed that ever since he said the word 

Dynasty, the boss had been turning very strange! 

“Oh!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly and said, “Nothing, just remembered something, remember what I told you, what 

we said tonight, don’t ever tell anyone else, not even the closest people absolutely, remember?” 

Although Wang Xin felt strange in her heart, she still nodded seriously, she could naturally see that what 

the boss had arranged was definitely very important. 

“Let’s go!” Ji Feng laughed, no longer continuing this topic. 

After sending Wang Xin back to the pharmaceutical factory’s staff dormitory, Ji Feng drove to his home, 

it was already after eight o’clock, so I guess Yu Xuan and Lei Lei were waiting impatiently? 

The May night was still a bit cool, but Ji Feng lowered the car window, his left hand resting on the 

window, tapping it from time to time, his eyebrows locked, as if he was thinking about something. 

In fact, what Wang Xin had said today made Ji Feng suddenly realise that that so-called cyber extortion 

gang seemed far from being as simple as he had imagined. 

Of course, this was nothing, the police had all the cases to worry about and work on. 

But when the matter involved the dynasty, Ji Feng couldn’t be so relaxed. 

Moreover, according to Wang Xin, it seemed that Dynasty was looking for something when they 

organized those people to attack the network companies in Jiangzhou? What were they looking for? 



After deliberating carefully for a moment, Ji Feng still didn’t call anyone, he decided to take a look first, 

now that he had Yang Yu and Wang Xin under him, as long as Dynasty’s people still dared to appear on 

the internet, I believe they definitely couldn’t escape the eyes of the duo. 

Although there was not much hatred with Dynasty for the time being, there was one thing that Ji Feng 

was adamant about – Dynasty would sooner or later become a threat to him! 

In this case, Ji Feng would not be so friendly. As the saying goes, the first to strike is the strongest, the 

second to strike is the worst. He decided to strike first in secret and trip up the other party before the 

dynasty found out about him. 

In short, it was a principle – if the dynasty wanted to do something, he would snipe it if he could without 

exposing himself. Even if the other party was trying to pay a birthday visit, let it turn into a funeral 

service! 

Ji Feng immediately took out his phone and sent a message to Wang Xin: “Without exposing you, try to 

look for similar such cyber gangs online and try to find Dynasty’s people!” 

“Ding ……” 

Ji Feng had just finished sending the message and hadn’t had the time to put his phone back when he 

saw a call suddenly come in, it was from Zheng Yuanshan. 

He immediately picked up the phone, “Uncle Zheng!” 

“Ji Feng, the cyber extortion gang that was captured last night suffered a silencing, fortunately it was 

discovered in time so that no one died …… You should pay attention to the safety of Xiao Yang and the 

others!” Zheng Yuanshan’s voice was gruff, and just as he finished speaking, he hung up the phone. 

“Zee-!” 

Ji Feng suddenly applied a sharp brake, then quickly parked the car on the roadside, his face gloomy. 

He habitually lit up a cigarette and slowly smoked it. 

“In the past, the dynasty has also directly used killers, and there are people up there who know about 

the existence of the dynasty, which means that the dynasty was exposed a long time ago, that’s why 

they acted without any fear, there was no need to silence them!” Ji Feng secretly deliberated, “What’s 

more, Wang Xin said that those computer experts were recruited from the Internet and should not 

know much, so there is even less need to silence them ……” 

“Unless ……. Wang Dynasty is afraid that others will know what they are looking for, what exactly it is!” Ji 

Feng came up with the most likely guess, “Then that means that something like this that the Silly 

Dynasty is looking for must be very important, at least for the Dynasty!” 

Bang! 

Ji Feng slapped on the steering wheel as he gritted his teeth, “Find it! Whatever the dynasty is looking 

for, we have to find it before the other side does!” 

Chapter 603 



“Ooooh~~!” 

With a soothing and delightful moan, Xiao Yuxuan’s pair of soft and elastic legs coiled around Ji Feng’s 

waist, allowing him to enter her body deeply. 

Immediately afterwards, Xiao Yuxuan’s eyes drifted up and she was soon lost in the wild storm that Ji 

Feng had brought. 

The soothing sensation that came from her bones almost made her whole body crisp. 

When she reached the point of excitement, Xiao Yuxuan’s moans were even louder, like sobs, and her 

delicate body was constantly trembling, the intense stimulation was so intense that Xiao Yuxuan’s 

delicate skin could not help but raise a layer of small beans, and her body even bowed, her cicada head 

constantly swaying from side to side! 

Next to the two of them was Tong Lei, who was already so limp that she couldn’t even move her fingers. 

Her red lips were slightly open, her eyes were slightly narrowed, her face was flushed, her hair was 

dishevelled, and she looked charming and lazy, full of flirtatiousness and charm. 

Such a scene had appeared from time to time during the days when the three of them shared the same 

bed, and almost every time, it was Tong Lei who was the first to be unable to bear Ji Feng’s torment, and 

after pleasuring him several times in a row, she could only softly beg for mercy, and if her body was not 

really not strong at all, she even wanted to take the initiative to push Ji Feng onto Xiao Yuxuan’s body. 

Every time she thought of Ji Feng’s strong ability, Tong Lei was really looking forward to it and scared at 

the same time! 

–Of course, right now, Tong Lei didn’t have the time or experience to think about this, at this moment, 

she was still immersed in that wonderful feeling where her whole body seemed to be flying, unable to 

extricate herself. 

“Ah…!” 

Accompanied by a high whimper-like moan of pleasure, Xiao Yuxuan’s entire body seemed to be 

instantly drained of all strength, and she fell limp on the bed at once, drenched in fragrant sweat, the 

same as Tong Lei’s appearance at this moment, which was practically identical. 

The only difference was the sound of their voices in pleasure, one high and the other a soft woo-woo, it 

was not enough to tell who was the high figure and who was the soft voice! 

When everything had settled down and the room had completely calmed down, only the gasps of the 

three were left, and Ji Feng finally rolled off of Xiao Yuxuan with a smile on his face. 

A moment later, Ji Feng sat up and looked at the two girls who were all limp, he laughed lowly, reached 

out and slapped the two girls’ arse twice and laughed, “Two lazy bums, get up and practice!” 

“No ……” The two girls, who had always been diligent, could not help but want to be lazy at this time, 

especially Xiao Yuxuan, whose red lips were even more flirtatious as she said, “Little rascal, allow us to 

be lazy for once, okay, this feeling is really wonderful ……” 



“Yes!” 

Tong Lei also couldn’t help but say softly, “Honey, I don’t want to move either!” 

Looking at the lazy appearance of the two girls, Ji Feng could not help but secretly laugh, but his face 

was serious as he said, “This can’t be done, the most important thing in practicing kung fu is to 

persevere, the one who walks a hundred miles is half a dozen, you are still a bit short of being able to 

finish the first set of movements, if you give up now, you will have given up all your work!” 

“Little rascal, really ……” Xiao Yuxuan suddenly pulled Ji Feng’s hand reluctantly, “Just know how to scare 

us, hurry up and pull us up!” 

Ji Feng instantly laughed and physically pulled Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei up, but his gaze, however, kept 

on beating on the two women’s delicate bodies that were not wearing an inch, especially the trembling 

several soft flesh, which made Ji Feng couldn’t help but swallow his mouth, the teeth marks left on it, 

which showed how much Ji Feng loved them. 

Ji Feng’s lust could not help but rise up again, and from time to time he touched a hand on Xiao Yuxuan’s 

breast and squeezed on Tong Lei’s arse, causing the two girls to pout and finally had to join forces and 

crush him underneath. 

“Little rascal, no more messing around, or else we’ll have to join forces to squeeze you!” Xiao Yuxuan 

pouted in disobedience, “If the two of us unite, you won’t be able to stand it even if you have a body 

made of iron!” 

But Ji Feng’s hands climbed onto the two women’s arse, kneading hard, and then slightly poking inwards 

…… 

The two women instantly blushed, panicked and slapped away his stinking hands, hurriedly sat up and 

pretended to be serious about practicing, but the scarlet cheeks showed that they were already in love! 

Ji Feng heatedly smiled, he knew exactly the weaknesses of the two girls, especially at this time, if he 

didn’t do something, these two lazy bums wouldn’t get up and practice at all! 

In fact, although Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei looked very lazy, they only wanted to play with Ji Feng and 

enjoy some pampering. This matter between bed and bed is naturally very fantastic, and the two 

women’s minds cannot be treated as normal. 

When Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei saw that Ji Feng did not move anymore, they opened their beautiful 

eyes slightly and wrinkled their cute noses at Ji Feng, then began to practice in earnest. 

This first set of movements, each is extremely difficult, and the two women are practicing without an 

inch, that kind of wonderful posture, really make people squirt blood, Ji Feng can not help but appetite, 

but in order not to hinder Yu Xuan and Lei Lei practice, he can only hold back the desire, also sat next to, 

consciousness into the mind …… 

The wise brain was waiting in Ji Feng’s mind as usual, and when he saw Ji Feng enter, the wise brain 

asked, “Master, may I continue practicing?” 

“Of course! I want to finish the second set of moves as soon as possible!” Ji Feng had never interrupted 

his practice for a single day, and now that he was able to complete half of the second set of moves in a 



row, both in terms of physical strength and endurance, he naturally had to continue to persevere in 

order to be able to become a true super agent as soon as possible. 

“Master, let’s start now!” The intelligent brain said, “Master has finished learning the communication 

and network technology, now we are going to start learning the creation of communication terminals 

……” 

“Finally, we’re going to learn to make light curtains?” Ji Feng was instantly overjoyed, he laughed, “Good 

then, let’s start learning immediately!” 

For the light screen that the intelligent brain once showed in front of itself, Ji Feng was really salivating 

for a long time, that kind of all-round three-dimensional type of display, compared with what is popular 

in modern society such as 3 d movies and other technologies, that is simply a sky and a ground! 

…… 

“Whew-!” When Ji Feng’s consciousness withdrew from his mind, the sky was already slightly lightened, 

at this time of the year, it should be just the white of the fish’s belly in the eastern sky. 

At the same time, Ji Feng found that he was originally sitting on the bed, but as a result, he was now 

lying down somehow, with Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei lying on either side of him, the three of them 

sleeping under the same blanket! 

He couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, Yu Xuan and Lei Lei’s stamina in practicing aerobics was 

still far from being comparable to his own, it must be that they felt they couldn’t hold on anymore after 

they finished practicing, and then this helped themselves to lie down and sleep together. 

When the two girls can last even longer than themselves, and finally they wake up first and help them lie 

down, then they will be considered true masters. 

As for now, with their skills, they can at most deal with petty thieves or some fake experts, if they 

encounter the likes of Tian Guodong, they will definitely not be able to. 

But on the other hand, Ji Feng was actually very satisfied with their progress. You know, it’s only been a 

few months since the two girls started practicing aerobics, whereas myself, I had practiced for a full year 

before I could master the first set of moves! 

“It seems that in the future, we need to put more pressure on them, and we also need some more 

assistance to do so ……” The corners of Ji Feng’s mouth pulled up a bad smile as he wrapped his arms 

around the two girls and squeezed them on their arse. 

“Little rascal, not even honest in the early morning!” Xiao Yuxuan let out a wail and gave a light slap on Ji 

Feng’s bad thing as she slightly opened her beautiful eyes. 

After last night’s practice, Xiao Yuxuan’s fatigue from last night’s madness was swept away, replaced by 

great energy, and a pair of charming big eyes were displaced. 

Tong Lei had also woken up and was pursing her lips and laughing softly next to her. 



The three of them have long been used to this kind of big quilt sleep together, Lei Lei and Yu Xuan don’t 

know how many times is common to meet Ji Feng’s tart, each other has long been as close as sisters, so 

there will not be any shyness. 

Xiao Yuxuan slightly moved her body, a beautiful leg rested on the small of Ji Feng, changed a more 

comfortable position, then said: “Little rascal, in the future every time …… that, not allowed to last so 

long, not good for your body! Lei Lei, am I right!” 

Tong Lei immediately nodded next to her, but her body leaned a little more closely. 

Ji Feng instantly laughed heatedly, “It doesn’t affect me much, every time it can be you guys who beg for 

mercy ……” 

“If it’s just us, then of course it’s nothing ……” Xiao Yuxuan hummed, but no longer continued the topic, 

just said domineeringly, “If I say no, then no, anyway, when the time comes, if it’s too frequent Lei Lei 

and I will unite to boycott you!” 

Ji Feng immediately laughed bitterly, but also had a weakness in his heart, Xiao Yuxuan seemed to have 

words in her mouth. 

Although Ji Feng is very clear that he did not mess around outside, much less have any substantial 

relationship with any woman, but when you think about it, Qin Shujie, Li Ruonan …… er, seems to have 

also seen Zhou Fei Fei’s body …… 

He coughed lightly and turned his head to ask, “Lei Lei, there’s no one at school harassing you guys 

anymore lately, right?” 

“No!” Tong Lei said crisply. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “That’s good, I’ve been very busy this time, and I haven’t had time to properly 

accompany you guys, or else, let’s go out and have some fun today?!” 

“Not today, oh!” Tong Lei smiled cheekily. 

Seeing Ji Feng’s puzzled look, Xiao Yuxuan lightly patted him and laughed: “I think you are sleeping 

confused, today is Monday, you think we are you, you can go for months on end without going to school 

once, and every time the roll call is actually answered for you!” 

“It’s Monday?!” Ji Feng can’t help but be stunned, time passes really fast, another week has passed, 

“Then I’ll accompany you guys to school, it’s time to stabilize in school ……” 

  

Chapter 604 

Before going to school, Ji Feng first called Wang Hu and Wang Xin both. 

Wang Hu had to return to the orphanage today, the old director there without help, certainly not, 

especially the five days from Monday to Friday, those children either go to school or are still young, stay 

in the orphanage will need even more care, the old director alone is certainly too busy. 



Wang Hu was not sure about the temporary workers at the orphanage. After all, they were only 

temporary workers who came to help out during busy times and received a nominal amount of money a 

month. 

The only ones who come regularly are the two cooks who are responsible for cooking at the orphanage. 

But these two people usually have to go out to buy food and cook at the end of the day, so they don’t 

have time to take care of the children. 

So Wang Hu went back this time to get some of the funds from Ji Feng to go ahead and recruit a few 

handymen to take care of the children in the orphanage. 

Of course, in Wang Hu’s opinion, the main targets of his recruitment are the neighbours in the 

residential area near the orphanage, such as some women who are idle at home, who perhaps have 

nothing to do at home or do some hard and tiring work, rather than pay them normally and let them be 

responsible for helping to look after the children in the orphanage. 

After all, if there was anything going on in the orphanage, these people would be kind enough to help 

out, and now that they were given a reason and motivation to help out without fear, they would 

naturally be happy. 

With those people taking care of him, Wang Hu could naturally put his mind at ease, and at least the old 

director wouldn’t have to be so tired, and could even enjoy his happiness. 

“Boss, those money in the bank card you gave me, it’s considered a loan from me, I will definitely pay it 

back!” Wang Hu said seriously. 

Ji Feng instantly laughed: “You guy, what are you talking about! Since you and Wang Xin call me boss, 

it’s only natural that I have to pay you your salaries, so the money I gave you will be considered as your 

first month’s salary!” 

“This, this is not good ……” Wang Hu was actually not too good with words and had a rather 

straightforward nature, he felt that the fact that Ji Feng was able to help them out with Xie Hongjun, an 

ungrateful beast, was already a great favour, he and Wang Xin worked for Ji Feng, that was what they 

should do, naturally they couldn’t ask for wages! 

Ji Feng laughed: ”Alright, alright! Since it’s said that you gave it to you, then you should take it. Even if 

you don’t want the salary, you always need to eat and drink in general, so let’s just say that if there’s 

anything else you need help with, just give me a call!” 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng dialed Wang Xin’s number again. 

“Hey, boss!” Wang Xin answered, “What are your orders?” 

Ji Feng asked, “What are your plans for today?” 

“I have agreed with Yang Yu that I will visit the computer house today and configure a batch of 

computers first ……” Wang Xin immediately reported today’s plan, “Boss, the hardware equipment and 

Yang Yu and I are insiders, but the location of this company and other work ……” 



Ji Feng immediately laughed: “This is left to me on the line, you guys first prepare to order the 

equipment, the other things can be left to me!” 

In fact, for renting a house or office building, Ji Feng has never had much interest, because in Ji Feng’s 

opinion, how can you use something that does not belong to you without any peace of mind? This may 

be the after-effects of having followed his mother to rent a house in Mang Shi County in the past! 

For the location of the network company, Ji Feng had an idea a long time ago. 

When he bought the villa, Ji Feng had bought two storefronts from the original owner of the villa, Mr. Li, 

under an office building on Tongzhou Road. 

The most crucial thing is that the storefront is his own house, so he doesn’t need to worry that others 

will have any reason to evict him, which is what Ji Feng is most satisfied and at ease with! 

Although the two storefronts may be a bit small, Tongzhou Road is not far from the pharmaceutical 

factory, it is only about ten minutes by car, and it is very convenient to go there from the 

pharmaceutical factory, the location is quite good. 

If you don’t have enough money, you can buy the floor and basement you need in advance. Compared 

to the price in downtown Jiangzhou, the price of the office building on Tongzhou Road is very cheap, and 

Ji Feng has made a lot of money from the original stone fair in Hangzhou, so he has plenty of money. 

“If the financial resources are sufficient, it is possible to consider, buy that whole office building, make a 

group headquarters ……” Ji Feng can’t help but shake his head and laugh, it’s all dream words, all dream 

words! 

“Ji Feng, it’s time to go!” Tong Lei’s crisp and pleasant voice came over. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “Here it is!” 

Coming to school once again, Ji Feng actually had a feeling of long absence, and he couldn’t even help 

but feel a bit unfamiliar. Regarding the new semester’s schedule, Ji Feng wasn’t too sure about it, so 

fortunately, he called Zhao Kai in advance and asked him first. 

With his textbook in hand, Ji Feng followed the address Zhao Kai said and arrived at the teaching 

building of the School of Economics and found the large classroom. 

When he arrived, there were already quite a few students sitting down. 

Ji Feng found a seat against the wall and sat down directly, waiting for the class bell to ring. 

During this period, he looked around and did not find Zhao Kai and the others, he could not help but 

shake his head slightly, these guys were not good students either, Han Zhong did not need to be 

mentioned, now the new site of the pharmaceutical factory, the logistics company, the staff dormitory 

building and so on, there was no telling how many projects were waiting for him to get busy. 

The first few months, Ji Feng was busy contacting He Hongwei, busy contacting the purchase of 

equipment, while the specific details, Han Zhong to operate, he has time to go to school is strange. 

Zhao Kai was likewise a lazy person, usually staying in the dormitory more than in the classroom. 



Du Shaofeng was the only one who lived a regular life every day, and apart from his interest in kung fu, 

he was not very interested in anything else. However, in addition to practising kung fu, Du Shaofeng 

would still come to class seriously. Only in his free time would he go to work at the pharmaceutical 

factory as a temporary security guard, occasionally participating in some external activities and learning 

the various dos and don’ts of security work. 

Being a temporary small security guard, this was something Du Shaofeng had specifically requested, he 

didn’t want to be a small leader just because of his relationship with Ji Feng, because for the security 

aspect of the job, he couldn’t move anything and had nothing other than some kung fu! 

In fact, Ji Feng didn’t want to mention Du Shaofeng to a high position all of a sudden just because of the 

relationship between the two of them, it wasn’t good for Du Shaofeng’s future development, likewise, it 

wasn’t good for his self-esteem! 

Buzz~~~! 

Ji Feng’s phone suddenly vibrated, he took out his phone and saw that it was Qiu Pengfei calling. 

Ji Feng looked around, the students around him were all laughing and joking, but the sound wasn’t very 

loud, so he didn’t step out of the classroom and directly picked up the phone. 

“Young Ji, the matter you ordered me to do, there are eyebrows!” Qiu Pengfei’s voice came over. 

“How so?!” Ji Feng knew that what Qiu Pengfei was talking about must be the orphanage, before this, Ji 

Feng had asked Qiu Pengfei to pass on to the developer so that the other party could build a new 

orphanage, so I guess there was news. 

Qiu Pengfei said, “Young Ji, the developer agreed to fund a new orphanage, but asked the orphanage to 

sign a transfer agreement with him right away!” 

“What do you mean, immediately? Afraid we’ll renege on the deal?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. It was a 

good thing that the other party had agreed to do so. Using a new orphanage for those two plots of land, 

even if they were slightly more remote, would be much better than the current environment. 

“That’s not true, but in the past two days there have been rumours from the district that there are plans 

to develop the south of the city!” Qiu Pengfei laughed, “I guess that developer wants to be quick and get 

the land as soon as possible, then even if he can’t grab the qualification for development, he will have a 

say in it and can have a share in it!” 

“Oh?!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, remembering that last time he called, Qiu Pengfei could still guarantee himself in 

words that within a short period of time Wanjiang District had absolutely no intention of developing the 

south of the city, at least he didn’t know, how come the wind has suddenly changed now …… 

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get the best out of the company. 

The two days in the district spread the wind …… What news is there that Qiu Pengfei can not know first? 

Obviously very unlikely! 

This also means that this rumor is likely to be put out by Qiu Pengfei himself! 



  

The way they do things is unexpected, but when you think about it, it makes sense, it’s really powerful! 

“Brother Pengfei, thanks!” Ji Feng said with a smile. 

“Ji Shao is too polite, it’s all a show of hands, as it should be!” Qiu Pengfei instantly knew that Ji Feng 

must have understood his intentions, he was overjoyed in his heart, he even hoped that this kind of 

thing could come a few more times, Ji Feng owed himself a favor and the relationship would naturally 

draw closer. 

“Then, I will immediately go and find someone to handle this matter, and try to get the formalities done 

as fast as possible, when can the other party’s orphanage be completed?!” Ji Feng asked again. 

Qiu Pengfei laughed, “Young Ji, you don’t know anything, this developer has a deserted private school 

on the outskirts of the southern part of the city, originally it was a private high school, but because the 

headmaster owed him and the bank money, it was sold to him at a low price, and he had little interest in 

running the school, so this is why it was deserted. If the formalities are done, you can go in and live 

there immediately with just a little cleaning, the dormitory canteen teaching building is all there, no 

problem!” 

Chapter 605 

“There’s still such a good thing?!” Ji Feng asked with a smile, “A private high school, the size and floor 

space should at least be much larger than an orphanage with a scrapyard, right? Besides, a private high 

school, whether it’s a teaching building or a dormitory building or something like that, should be well 

equipped with hardware facilities, the value of these things alone, even ten orphanages can’t compare!” 

If you don’t have anything to offer, you’re not a traitor! 

This was a saying that Ji Feng had always been convinced of, especially after experiencing so many 

things. Perhaps Qiu Pengfei did not have many sinister intentions, but that developer, it was hard to say. 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

Qiu Pengfei laughed: “Ji Shao, originally I also had this worry, none of these treacherous businessmen 

are good-hearted, all of them have a heart blacker than coal, this kind of person can be so kind-

hearted?” 

“That’s right, I think so too!” Ji Feng nodded slightly and said, “So, what do you think of this exchange 

offer from the other side?” 

“I think it’s not bad, if Ji young is not satisfied, the conditions can still be negotiated again, think the 

other side said such conditions, obviously there is still room, otherwise, the other side will definitely 

pretend to be very difficult, although there is also a role played by the release of the wind, but more, or 

this orphanage and scrap buying station, there must be something to attract that developer! ” Qiu 

Pengfei laughed. 

“And then what?!” Ji Feng asked. Since Qiu Pengfei had said this, then he must have known that things 

would definitely not be like this, otherwise, Qiu Pengfei would not have said it. 



The matter was done by Qiu Pengfei, and if he didn’t do it well, he wouldn’t have the face to say it in 

front of Ji Feng, so Ji Feng believed that there might be another hidden story to the matter. 

Sure enough, Qiu Pengfei laughed and said, “Young Ji, if you knew which private high school was in what 

location, you wouldn’t wonder why that developer was so kind.” 

“That private high school is in a bad location?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“That’s right!” 

Qiu Pengfei on the other end of the phone nodded and said, “Young Ji, that private high school, which is 

more than ten miles away from the scrap yard and the orphanage, is in the south!” 

“So it’s not to the countryside?” Ji Feng asked with a frown. 

“It is indeed already in the countryside!” Qiu Pengfei said, “This private high school can’t survive in the 

city either, unless it’s an aristocratic school!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be silent. 

A journey of a dozen miles was not really very far in the city, and if one took a bus, one could get there 

in a dozen stops at most, or half an hour. But in the countryside, a dozen miles would seem very far. 

Especially nowadays, the roads in the countryside are not really good, so the location where this private 

high school is located is quite remote. 

Ji Feng spoke out his thoughts, and Qiu Pengfei immediately nodded his head and said, “That’s right, the 

location is indeed remote, but young Ji, the rural areas are actually connected to roads, so it’s not that 

difficult to travel. According to my guess, what really made that developer make up his mind should be 

the location where the scrap buying station and the orphanage are located!” 

It seemed that he wanted to take the opportunity to talk to Ji Feng a little more, so Qiu Pengfei spoke in 

a slow and elegant manner. Ji Feng wasn’t in a hurry, after all, there were no classes yet and it seemed a 

bit boring, so it was better to find someone to have a good chat with! 

“Let’s put it this way, the scrap yard and the orphanage, are located in downtown Wanjiang, but that 

private high school, on the other hand, is located in the county underneath Wanjiang District, and it’s 

still rural! So although the distance between the two isn’t very far, the value of this, however, is much 

different!” Qiu Pengfei laughed. 

Ji Feng was instantly relieved, so that was the case. If it wasn’t for this, it would be strange if the 

developer could agree to it! 

“This was something that could have been made clear in a sentence or two, but this guy Qiu Pengfei said 

so much!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, yet he also felt Qiu Pengfei’s sincerity, this guy was 

afraid that if the explanation wasn’t clear and he had any misunderstanding, it might affect the 

relationship between himself and him when the time came. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile slightly, this Qiu Pengfei was a befriendable person. 

“Young Ji, what do you think?” Qiu Pengfei asked. 



Ji Feng deliberated for a moment before saying, “If the orphanage moves to the countryside, what 

should we do with the school registrations of those children?” 

Qiu Pengfei laughed: “Young Ji, this kind of trivial matter, just leave it to me!” 

“Then, I’ll trouble you, I agree to this condition, after all, I got a ready-made orphanage for nothing, this 

is better than anything, as for the development of the south of the city or not …… after all, people have 

also made their contribution, we can’t give them nothing!” Ji Feng suddenly laughed and said. 

“Ji Shao, wait for my news!” As soon as Qiu Pengfei saw Ji Feng promise to come down, he was instantly 

delighted and immediately said with unparalleled alacrity. 

Pop! 

Ji Feng hung up the phone and couldn’t help but let out a long breath, the orphanage matter was 

unexpectedly solved so easily by Qiu Pengfei playing some tricks. 

However, this was a happy ending for all. 

The developer is not in any way sympathetic to the developer, not for the sake of anything else, just 

because the other party found Xie Hongjun and did those things to the orphanage and the old director, 

Ji Feng wants to kill the developer again. But if you take a step back and think about it, if you kill the 

developer too hard, then the developer will hold a grudge and may bring trouble to the orphanage in 

the future! 

Now, the orphanage is not getting a big advantage, but it is getting a good school with all the hardware 

and facilities, so it can live there directly. 

This is much better than the developer losing a fortune and then using it to build a new orphanage! 

With a solution to the orphanage matter, Ji Feng was relieved, and at this time, the teacher had also 

walked in and started the official class, so Ji Feng put aside his other distracting thoughts and started to 

listen carefully. 

…… 

In the next two weeks, Ji Feng successively funded the floors above the two facades of the Tongzhou 

Road office building, as well as the basement of the office building. At the same time, he also bought 

two of the large rooms in the office building. 

In this way, the office address of the network company is already available. And the basement could also 

be used as a cargo warehouse, and the two large rooms above, as spare rooms for anything! 

At the same time, the old dean, on behalf of everyone in the orphanage, signed a contract with the 

developer, with Qiu Pengfei as a witness, and also sent someone to clean that private high school, so 

that the old dean and all the orphans, could move in. 

The private high school was too big for the dozens of orphans, the old dean and the two cooks to live in, 

so Qiu Pengfei mobilised the residents of the orphanage to move in with him, keeping their household 

registration intact and waiting for the demolition of their houses. 



In addition, Qiu Pengfei used his name to apply for a poverty alleviation fund from the Wanjiang District 

Civil Affairs Bureau, and the policy was tilted a little towards the orphanage, which did not have any 

business rights. 

The company was set up in an office building on Tongzhou Road, a place where no one had moved in 

yet. 

In terms of security, Ji Feng transferred Wang Hu to the network company, and at the same time there 

were a few security guards from the pharmaceutical factory who usually performed quite well, with 

them, in a short time, the network company will not encounter any trouble. 

The newly purchased equipment has not yet been assembled, but Kang Yuan, Hong Gu’s husband, has 

already started to study the assembly line production of special effects current. According to Ji Feng’s 

request, the prescription has been divided into two by Kang Yuan, and he is the only one who knows the 

two most important ingredients, and he is studying how to keep them secret to the greatest extent. It 

was 

The pharmaceutical factory and the network company under Ji Feng, one had already started to take off, 

while the other, however, was entering the accumulation stage, waiting for the final explosion. 

It was only at this time that Ji Feng was finally relieved that everything was showing a thriving vitality, 

that his efforts had not been in vain, and that half of his plan had been completed! 

The basic framework had been formed, all that was needed now were a few details. 

This is like a tree, the basic trunk and general outline have been formed, all that is missing now is the 

trunk to continue to grow, and a large number of branches and luxuriant leaves, although they also need 

to be filled in, but this is not something that can be done in a hurry, after all, nothing can be done 

overnight, there is always a process. 

So for the next two months, Ji Feng has been running around the pharmaceutical factory, logistics 

company, network company and home, Han Zhong is also very tired, Ji Feng control the big picture, but 

he needs to grasp the details, the two also need to work together to find talents for the pharmaceutical 

factory and network company, while investigating the background of these people. 

It was not until the final exams came that Ji Feng and the others’ busy schedule finally came to an end. 

The end of June in Jiangzhou had already become very hot. After the final exams were over, Han Zhong 

was once again put into busy work, and Ji Feng also planned to personally contact his sister-in-law who 

was far away in Rice, hoping to get another batch of equipment to prepare for the production of light 

curtains in the future. 

But just at this time, Ji Feng received a call from Ji Xiaoyu. 

  

Chapter 606 

“Xiaoyu, the results of the college entrance examination are out, right? How was the exam?!” Ji Feng 

picked up the phone and asked with a smile. He remembered that Ji Xiaoyu was due to take the college 



entrance exam today, and counting the time, it was already the end of June, so the college entrance 

exam results should all be out by now. 

“Third brother, take a guess!” Ji Xiaoyu said with a cheeky smile. 

Ji Feng’s head suddenly got big, no matter whether he was calling or sending a message, what annoyed 

him the most, was when the other party asked him to guess. 

“Guess!” 

“Who am I …… you guess!” 

“Do you know who I am?” 

“Guess what I want to see you about ……” 

Some of these kinds of verbiage or ways of speaking, Ji Feng’s head got big when he heard them, and he 

even had an urge to hit the wall. 

In the past, if he encountered this kind of thing, Ji Feng had one of the easiest ways to deal with it, he 

would immediately say, “Sorry, I’m not good at guessing!” He would then just hang up the phone. 

If it was an emergency, or something important, where would the other party have so much nonsense? 

I’m afraid that without waiting for one to ask questions, the other party would have rattled off the 

matter in a quick manner. 

However, with Xiao Yu, Ji Feng was unable to do so. 

He shook his head slightly and smiled, “I guess …… you’re the top student in Yanjing’s college entrance 

exam, right?” 

“Which is not true!” 

Ji Xiaoyu was a little embarrassed, she smiled cheekily and said, “I’m not the top student in the college 

entrance examination, but I did pretty well!” 

“Then congratulations, what school did you apply for?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“Guess!” Ji Xiaoyu said with a cheeky smile. 

Ji Feng: “……” 

“Well, it’s Union University, right?” Ji Feng rubbed his forehead and seeing the puzzled eyes of Xiao 

Yuxuan and Tong Lei on the sofa next to him, he pointed to the phone and said with his mouth shape, 

“It’s Xiao Yu!” 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei couldn’t help but smile sweetly at the same time, for that gentle and lovely 

girl, the two girls were also very fond of her. 

“Third Brother, you really guessed it right!” Ji Xiaoyu, however, looked very happy and smiled cheekily, 

“Third brother, I applied for United University, and, for sure, I can get in, I exceeded the admission mark 

of United University by more than thirty points!” 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head slightly and laughed: “That’s really good, when you arrive in 

Jiangzhou, I’ll give you a gift, now you have to start thinking about what gift you want, but when the 

time comes, you’re not allowed to back out!” 

“Third Brother, can you promise me one more condition?” Ji Xiaoyu asked in a delicate voice. 

“What condition?!” Ji Feng was stunned. 

“Third brother, I’m at the Jiangzhou railway station now, all the students in our school who are admitted 

to the university in Jiangzhou can participate, organized by the school to come here for a field trip to the 

school, sort of familiarizing themselves with the environment in advance …… I just called my second 

brother, but he didn’t have time, just said he would send someone to pick me up. I’ll just have to find 

you!” Ji Xiaoyu said with some aggravation. 

Ji Feng immediately laughed, “That’s good, you just wait at the train station, I’ll go pick you up!” 

“That’s good, I knew Third Brother was the best, by the way, are my two sisters-in-law coming?” Ji 

Xiaoyu immediately asked happily. 

“Come, definitely come!” Ji Feng laughed. 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng immediately went upstairs to change his clothes, while dropping the 

words, “Yu Xuan, Lei Lei, change your clothes, let’s go pick up Lei Lei!” 

The two girls nodded slightly and both followed quickly on. 

…… 

The two women, Ji Feng and Yu Xuan and Lei Lei, drove to the train station when they found that, in the 

train station square, there was a group of student-like young people sitting together in twos and threes, 

hiding from the hot summer sun. 

“Ji Feng, where is Xiao Yu?” Sitting in the car, Xiao Yuxuan put her hand on her eyes and looked out, 

“There are too many girls in this square, which one is she?!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Don’t be in a hurry, let’s look carefully again! Right, Lei Lei, you call Xiao Yu!” 

“Mm!” Tong Lei nodded, took out her newly bought lady’s music phone, found Xiao Yu’s number in the 

phone book and pressed the call button. 

“There’s no need to call, I saw her!” Ji Feng suddenly said, and then he pivoted the steering wheel and 

drove past quickly. 

At the corner of the station square, wearing a white dress, Ji Xiaoyu was standing at the bottom of the 

corridor with what appeared to be a headset hanging from her ear, looking rather pleasant and looking 

very fast. 

It had been another six months since we had seen each other, and at this time, Ji Xiaoyu had long since 

grown into a big, watery girl, both in size and in dress, and had metamorphosed from a little girl into a 

fashionable girl. 

A girl of 18 or 19 is indeed considered a fashionable girl. 



At this moment, beside Ji Xiaoyu, there were also two boys about the same age and size as her, and Ji 

Feng could vaguely see that these two boys seemed to be paying court to Ji Xiaoyu, and beside them, 

there were also men of slightly older age standing. 

“Why is this so strange!” Ji Feng frowned slightly, those two men who were a bit older, say they were 

teachers, their attitude towards those two students seemed a bit respectful, not at all like a teacher’s 

attitude towards students. 

But if these two were not teachers, then they couldn’t be students either, so what the hell were they? 

Ji Feng collected his mind and drove quickly to the square not far from Ji Xiaoyu, because Ji Xiaoyu was 

standing in the corridor with steps in between, so Ji Feng could only stop the car here. 

He lowered the car window and shouted, “Xiao Yu, this way!” 

“Third Brother?!” Xiao Yu’s beautiful eyes immediately lit up with surprise as she shouted and hurried 

over, “Third Brother, you could find me even with so many people?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Our Xiao Yu has become so pretty, even if there are many people, I can still see you at 

a glance!” 

Xiao Yu’s pretty face suddenly turned slightly red, and she couldn’t help but stomp her foot and pouted, 

“Third brother, you’ve also learned to be bad, you just know how to bully me, Sister Yu Xuan, Sister Lei 

Lei, you still don’t take care of him!” 

Xiao Yuxuan smiled and got out of the car, took Ji Xiaoyu’s little hand and laughed, “Xiaoyu, this time 

your third brother was right, our Xiaoyu is really more beautiful, look at those little boys are looking 

straight!” 

“Yes, Xiao Yu, you’re really pretty!” Tong Lei also said with a smile. 

Ji Xiaoyu’s face turned even redder as she wrinkled her nose at Ji Feng and hummed, “Third brother, 

don’t make fun of me again!” 

“Alright, alright, hurry up and get in the car, it’s too hot here!” Ji Feng laughed, he saw that Ji Xiaoyu’s 

little face was flushed and the tip of her nose and forehead had started to sweat, he then realized that 

he wasn’t afraid of the heat, but that didn’t mean that Xiaoyu wasn’t afraid of the heat either. It was the 

end of June and the weather was so hot that people wanted to peel a layer of skin off their bodies! 

“Xiao Yu!” 

A cheerful voice came from the side. 

Ji Xiaoyu instantly blushed and looked a little nervous again, hurriedly turning her head and saying, 

“Why are you coming over!” 

That wasn’t the right word! 

Ji Feng immediately reacted, if he was treating a normal classmate or friend, Ji Xiaoyu definitely 

shouldn’t react like this ah. 

He immediately looked at Ji Xiaoyu and thought about it. 



As expected, the boy walked over quickly, it was one of the two boys who had just followed Ji Xiaoyu. 

This boy was tall and handsome, and he also looked very orthodoxly dressed, without all the fancy 

things these kids do nowadays. 

The bottom line is that he came to Ji Xiaoyu’s side and asked affectionately, “Xiaoyu, why did you 

suddenly come over here? …… These are your friends?” 

Ji Xiaoyu’s pretty face flushed as she said, “Oh, let me introduce to you, this is my third brother, Ji Feng, 

and these two beautiful big beauties, are my sisters-in-law!” 

She did not explicitly say that these two were both Ji Feng’s girlfriends, but just said in general terms 

that they were her sister-in-laws. 

Then, she turned her head to look at Ji Feng again and said, “Third brother, this is my classmate, Qin 

Huuzhuo!” 

“Hello!” As soon as this boy named Qin Huuzhuo heard that Ji Feng was Ji Xiaoyu’s third brother, he 

immediately revealed a bright smile, “My name is Qin Huuzhuo, nice to meet third brother, and the two 

sisters-in-law!” 

“Who’s your third brother, Qin Huo Zhuo, what are you talking about!” Ji Xiaoyu immediately blushed 

shyly and stole a glance at Ji Feng, only to see that he only smiled without saying anything, and was then 

even more shy. 

“Xiao Yu, your third brother is, of course, my third brother, what’s wrong with that?” Qin Huuzhuo asked 

with a smile. 

“You still say that!” Ji Xiaoyu couldn’t help but become even more shy and gave Qin Huuzhuo a fierce 

glare. 

Ji Feng, however, looked at Qin Huuzhuo and Ji Xiaoyu with interest, between these two people, there 

was a problem, and not just any problem! 

“Third brother, you ……” Ji Xiaoyu saw Ji Feng’s big smile with deep meaning, and suddenly she became 

even more shy, she was just about to speak, when she heard another voice from behind her, “Xiaoyu!” 

Ji Xiaoyu’s small face instantly fell and she seemed to have the urge to slap her forehead. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh dumbly, Little Yu had grown up. 

“Xiao Yu, I just made a phone call, how come you’re over here?” The man who came from behind was 

also one of the duo standing next to Ji Xiaoyu earlier, this man was likewise not a bad seller, looking 

talented and good looking. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but secretly mutter, nowadays, children not only develop early, but also don’t look 

bad, how come the difference is so big after only one generation? 

When he thought about his own appearance, he had to admit that he was not as good as these two kids 

if compared purely on the basis of appearance. This result made Ji Feng lose his smile, when did he start 

paying attention to his appearance? 



However, Ji Feng also made another discovery: this later kid seemed to have some problems with Qin 

Huuzhuo, and the moment their eyes met, both of them could not help but show a hint of hostility. 

The moment their eyes met, they could not help but show a hint of hostility. 

Ji Feng laughed secretly as he watched, and then looked at Xiao Yu, only to find that she also looked 

embarrassed and helpless. 

“Hello guys, I’m Xiao Yu’s friend, Du Ziwen.” This later boy, smiling politely, said, “I wonder how many of 

you are ……” 

“This is my third brother!” Ji Xiaoyu said with some embarrassment. 

Du Ziwen, however, lit up and immediately smiled, “So it’s Third Brother, this time when Xiaoyu came to 

Jiangzhou, it was a trouble for Third Brother ……” 

Ji Xiaoyu then became even more embarrassed! 
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Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile, he glanced at Du Ziwen and said with a smirk, “Xiao Yu is my sister, 

there’s no trouble for her to come to my place, right?” 

What did Du Ziwen’s words mean, Ji Feng certainly heard them. This kid was declaring in this way that Ji 

Xiaoyu was his girlfriend! 

Wasn’t the tone of his words just a thank you to himself in place of Ji Xiaoyu? 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but feel amused and at the same time couldn’t help but secretly shake his head, 

this guy’s speech was easily offensive, his seemingly clever approach was actually incredibly stupid, if it 

was himself, he definitely wouldn’t have done that. 

Du Ziwen could not help but choke, after all, he was a young man, still very calm, he immediately said, 

“Third brother ……” 

Who knows that before he could finish his words, he was interrupted by Ji Feng: “You can’t call me third 

brother, I can’t afford it!” 

Du Ziwen immediately blushed with embarrassment, opened his mouth, but did not know what to say. 

Next to him, Qin Huuzhuo was secretly pleased with himself, he hurriedly extended his hand and said, 

“Third Brother, this is the first time we have met, in the next few days in Jiangzhou, there may be places 

where I will trouble you, please take care of me!” 

Saying that, he also gave a proud glance at Du Ziwen next to him, as if to say, “See, you are not allowed 

to call yourself Third Brother, but I can, to compete with me, you are still far from it!” 

Du Ziwen’s face immediately turned gloomy, a sharp aura flashed in his eyes and then disappeared. 

Ji Feng naturally took in the duo’s expressions and some of their small movements, he couldn’t help but 

shake his head slightly and turned his head to Xiao Yu, “Xiao Yu, take your traveling gift and get in!” 



The smile on Qin Huuzhuo’s face also froze as Du Ziwen next to him revealed a very obvious teasing 

smile, causing the former’s face to look even more embarrassed, and he didn’t know whether it was 

better to take back his outstretched hand or to continue in this position! 

Ji Xiaoyu nodded somewhat apologetically to Qin Huuzhuo and Du Ziwen, then turned around and took 

his traveling gift and quickly sat down in the passenger seat. 

Ji Feng started the car and sped away. 

Looking at the departing shadow of the BMW x6, a look of reluctance flashed in the eyes of both Du 

Ziwen and Qin Huuzhuo, both of them secretly pondering, it seems that today’s performance was not 

appreciated by Ji Xiaoyu’s third brother, so they could only do it in another way. 

As the two pondered, they inadvertently turned their heads to look at each other, and there seemed to 

be a little sparkle in that meeting of eyes! 

Ji Feng didn’t have the heart to pay attention to these two people, he drove the car, looking at Ji Xiaoyu, 

whose pretty face was slightly red on the passenger seat, and couldn’t help but laugh: “I can’t imagine 

that after not seeing you for half a year, Xiaoyu has also grown up, now no matter where you go, there 

are quite a few suitors behind you!” 

“Not at all!” 

Ji Xiaoyu hurriedly denied it, only for her face to become even redder. 

Ji Feng harrumphed, “Xiao Yu, who do you like better, those two boys just now? Or do you like both of 

them?!” 

“Pfft!” 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, who were sitting at the back, couldn’t help but lose their laughter at the same 

time, Tong Lei even laughed, “Ji Feng, where can you ask a question like that, what do you mean by 

liking both!” 

When Ji Xiaoyu heard her third brother’s teasing, her cheeks were even redder, she lowered her head 

and shyly didn’t dare to say a word. 

Ji Feng was afraid that she was thin-skinned and shy, so he changed the subject and said, “Xiao Yu, tell 

me, which one do you really like?” 

“I… I don’t know!” Ji Xiaoyu said shyly. 

“Xiao Yu, who do you like, how can this be unknown?” Ji Feng instantly laughed, “Put it this way, that 

Qin Huuzhuo and Du Ziwen two, who would you feel happier meeting!” 

“Me, I think both are okay, but I wouldn’t be particularly happy either!” Ji Xiaoyu’s pretty face turned 

red and she turned her head to look at Qin Huuzhuo and Du Ziwen who were still standing by the 

corridor and couldn’t help but wrinkle her nose. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh dumbly, what kind of answer was that? 



Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei also couldn’t help but smile, this answer from Ji Xiaoyu was too vague, I think 

it was because she was still young and didn’t know who she actually liked, she just felt a good feeling, 

maybe there was something about those two people that made Xiaoyu not too happy, so that’s why she 

had such a vague answer. 

The three of them are not in a position to say much about Xiao Yu’s feelings, but at most they can say 

their own advice and opinions, and nothing else is good. 

However, looking at Xiao Yu’s current appearance, she might also be in a dilemma, or rather, she didn’t 

know how to judge yet. 

“Xiao Yu, that Qin Huuzhuo and Du Ziwen just now, are they both your classmates?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Yes, but I don’t like their flair a bit, no matter where they go, there will be so many people watching, I 

don’t like that!” Ji Xiaoyu beamed, shook her head slightly and said, “But they are very overbearing ……” 

“They pestered you?” Ji Feng asked in a deep voice as he frowned slightly. 

It was no wonder that Ji Feng was so angry, Xiao Yu had been pestered by someone back in Yanjing, 

those two boys seemed to be called Tong Yujun and Su Yang …… among them, that Tong Yujun, who was 

also Zhang Lei’s cousin, after being reprimanded by Zhang Lei, he promised under oath that he would 

not only not harass Xiao Yu, but also prevent others from harassing her. 

But now if these two guys are still harassing Xiao Yu, it means that they are even bigger than Tong Yujun, 

so he doesn’t dare to ask. 

If that was the case, Ji Feng would have to face up to this problem! 

“Xiao Yu, is it this Qin Huuzhuo and Du Ziwen who have been harassing you? Or have they threatened 

you?” Ji Feng asked in a deep voice. 

“No no!” 

Once she saw Ji Feng’s face sink, Ji Xiaoyu was startled, she knew Third Brother’s temper, when Ji 

Shaoyou was so hateful and domineering, Third Brother dared to have someone point a gun at him, let 

alone these two students, Qin Huuzhuo and Du Ziwen? 

“Then how do you say they were overbearing?” Ji Feng asked. 

Ji Xiaoyu said, “They, they ……” 

She glanced at Ji Feng, but she was red-faced and didn’t know what to say. 

Ji Feng’s heart moved and he smiled, “Well, since you are not willing to say, then I won’t ask too much, 

let’s go back first.” 

“Mm!” Ji Xiaoyu nodded her head vigorously, seemingly slightly relieved. 

Ji Feng took it all in, but he didn’t move at all, he just stepped on the gas and blasted off. 

Back home, Ji Feng arranged for Ji Xiaoyu to stay in the living room, he smiled; “Xiaoyu, take a good rest 

today first, wait until the evening and I’ll take you to Second Uncle’s place!” 



“Third brother, is it okay if I don’t go?!” Ji Xiaoyu’s small face fell as she asked pitifully. 

Ji Feng was dumbfounded and lost his smile. In the eyes of the children of the generation underneath, 

Second Uncle was synonymous with severity, all the children were afraid when they saw him, and Xiao 

Yu was obviously also very afraid of Second Uncle. 

“This won’t do!” Ji Feng said in a spirit of face, seriously, “Xiao Yu, you came to Jiangzhou, and how can 

you not visit Second Uncle? If your father finds out, see if he will scold you! Come over with me 

tonight!” 

“Alright then!” Ji Xiaoyu beamed and said somewhat sullenly. 

When Xiao Yuxuan next to her saw Xiao Yu’s appearance, she couldn’t help but smile sweetly and gave a 

wink to Ji Feng, then swirled forward and took Xiao Yu’s hand, saying, “Xiao Yu, let’s go upstairs and talk, 

ignore him!” 

Ji Xiaoyu immediately smiled cheekily and went upstairs with Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, she was very 

fond of these two sisters-in-law. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, since Ji Xiaoyu had a lot of things to say that she couldn’t 

conveniently say to him, then it was only for Yu Xuan and Lei Lei to ask, I believe it was still convenient 

for them to talk among the girls. 

He sat down on the sofa and turned up the temperature of the air conditioner slightly. For him, the level 

of temperature actually did not affect him much, but the habit of saving that he had developed since 

childhood still made him take this subconscious action. 

It has to be said that the environment in which a person grows up as a child has a great influence on his 

character and many habits. Ji Feng was a prime example of this. 

Until now, Ji Feng still often misses some of the scenes when he lived in the slums of Mang Shi County, 

at that time, despite the bitterness of life, it was very warm, whereas now, there are a lot more 

annoying things! 

Buzz~~! 

A vibration of a mobile phone pulled Ji Feng’s thoughts back, he took it out to see, but it was a message 

from Wang Xin: “Boss, there are some eyebrows, meet to discuss in detail!” 

Something has come up? 

Ji Feng’s spirit was lifted and he couldn’t help but rejoice in his heart, “Things are finally looking up!” 

He immediately sent back a message, “Call directly, my phone has the function of communication 

secrecy!” 

Buzz~~! 

The text message came back immediately, “Alright then, I’ll use the internet phone to call you, with the 

firewall Yang Yu and I made, I believe no one should be able to eavesdrop.” 



Ji Feng turned his head and looked around, so he simply walked directly to the courtyard, pulled open 

the car door and sat inside. 

“After waiting for almost two months, there are finally some eyebrows ……,” Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

smile slightly, looking excited. 

In fact, more than a month ago, Ji Feng learned from Wang Xin that the reason why Dynasty’s people 

had organized a group of computer experts to attack the servers of those network companies was 

nominally extortion, but in reality, they were looking for something. 

From that time on, Ji Feng was moved to think that since it was something that the dynasty had gone to 

such great lengths to find, it was obviously not something ordinary, at least for the dynasty, it was 

definitely not something ordinary. 

Ji Feng then secretly explained to Wang Xin, asking her and Yang Yu to do their best to find it from the 

internet companies that Dynasty’s people had attacked, as well as from the listening recordings that 

Wang Xin had left behind. Ji Feng, on the other hand, was looking for what Dynasty was looking for 

through Zheng Yuanshan, as well as the few computer experts who had been captured. 

Of course, this was all done quietly, without attracting anyone’s attention. 

But the result was a bit disappointing for Ji Feng, no one knew what the dynasty was looking for, and as 

Ji Feng could not name the dynasty, it had to drag on like this. 

And at this time, Wang Xin said that things had come to light, how could Ji Feng not be happy? 
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As long as he could disrupt the dynasty’s plans and actions, Ji Feng was more than happy to do it. I don’t 

know how it happened, but from the very beginning when he encountered two assassins from Dynasty, 

to later when he was cozily captured at the Royal Club in Yanjing, Ji Feng was forced to disguise himself 

as an untouchable dude to try to fool certain people with a heart. 

Until now, Dynasty has organized a lot of computer experts to recklessly attack the large network 

companies in Jiangzhou while wreaking havoc on the internet, network those computer experts …… 

Throughout the several encounters between Ji Feng and Dynasty, he has never seen Dynasty do even 

one thing that is honorable, not one! 

  

For such an organisation, it was strange that Ji Feng could have half a good feeling. 

Since it was already sort of against the Dynasty, Ji Feng naturally had to try to strike first. If he waited for 

the Dynasty to finish dealing with the He family and then focused all his main efforts on himself, with 

these forces he currently had, I’m afraid it would be less than a hundred times to die! 

So, Ji Feng would never let go of any opportunity, and this time, it was the same! 



When the phone call came through, Ji Feng looked around and raised the car window as well, while 

lighting a cigarette and slowly smoking it: “Wang Xin, how is the situation? Did you find what the other 

side was looking for?” 

“Boss, I’m sorry, up to now, we have only found some clues, vaguely know what the other party is 

looking for, but we don’t know …… where it is,” Wang Xin heard Ji Feng’s voice a bit excited, and 

couldn’t help but apologize, this time, it was definitely going to let Ji Feng come back disappointed! 

Ji Feng, however, is not much of a surprise, after all, with the power of the dynasty, all need to go to 

great lengths to find, if Wang Xin and Yang Yu duo can find at random, it can only be said that it is 

unbelievable luck. 

“Tell me about it, tell me as much as you know!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Boss, those information you got, and those damaged hard drives, read out some information, but it’s 

not comprehensive!” Wang Xin said, “The information is disconnected, the vast majority of them are 

audio and video files, only they have been converted into a format, this technique is very clever, I reckon 

it’s because of this that those police cyber police didn’t notice anything wrong, and took the audio 

information as ordinary files… …” 

Because she was worried that Ji Feng wouldn’t understand, Wang Xin explained in great detail. 

There was a pause, as if to let Ji Feng digest the news, before Wang Xin continued, “Yang Yu and I 

recovered part of the information and found that these audio files should be the conversations between 

the group of computer experts who were organized like me, and the person who organized them.” 

“Conversations?!” Ji Feng was stunned. 

Those damaged hard drives were indeed given to Wang Xin by Ji Feng. Moreover, it was obtained from 

Zheng Yuanshan. In fact, strictly speaking, it should be considered as something that Zheng Yuanshan 

handed over to Ji Feng for an excuse. 

When the police initially arrested that cyber extortion gang based on the address provided by Yang Yu, 

the claim to the outside world was that the operation was perfect, that extortion gang that had been 

ravaging Jiangzhou for several months had all been caught and the arrest was smooth. 

But in fact, only a limited number of people knew that the operation was not so flawless. When the 

police men arrived at the location designated by Yang Yu, the other side seemed to have been aware of 

it for a long time and had already smashed all the computers and other things, and even set fire to the 

house, preparing to burn it all down. 

Although the people were all caught in the end and the fire was put out in time, however, the 

computers in the room were all destroyed and, moreover, the person who had organised these 

computer experts had long since left. 

So in fact, apart from capturing a few computer experts, all that Ji Feng had captured were a few 

damaged hard drives and a house that had been burned beyond recognition. 

Ji Feng had computer experts under him, Zheng Yuanshan knew that better than anyone else, and he 

also knew that there were more than just Yang Yu under Ji Feng, there was also that ……wx! 



Wanting to crack the information in those hard drives, Zheng Yuanshan first thought of Yang Yu and wx! 

But in order not to fall victim to the truth, he first asked the bureau’s computer experts to crack it, but 

the result was very disappointing for Zheng Yuanshan, those so-called experts who usually have their 

eyes on the top of their heads actually used excuses like the damage was too serious to cover up their 

incompetence. 

Zheng Yuanshan then simply gave those hard disks to Ji Feng on a special basis, which naturally ended 

up in the hands of Wang Xin and Yang Yu. 

“The audio files in those hard drives, they are all conversation recordings?!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but 

confirm again. 

“Yes, they are conversations!” Wang Xin said, “It seems that those computer experts are not completely 

defenseless, although they are all paranoid or nerds in this field, however, those who are used to being 

hackers have an almost innate vigilance, I guess that they might have left this hand precisely because of 

this!” 

Ji Feng instantly laughed: “This is a good hand to leave behind, a good hand to leave behind!” 

If those computer experts hadn’t left this hand, it would have been a real struggle for Ji Feng to find out 

what exactly Dynasty was looking for, and maybe even by the time Ji Feng knew, people would have 

already found the stuff. 

“Boss, in this conversation recording, I heard those people mention the thing they were looking for 

several times, and they called it ‘it’!” Wang Xin said hesitantly, “Boss, if you don’t hear these recordings 

yourself, you definitely won’t be able to have a profound experience, let me play a dialogue for you!” 

“Good!” Ji Feng nodded his head and said. 

“Boss, it’s starting ……” Wang Xin reminded. 

Immediately afterwards, the phone came with an incomparable clutter of voices that seemed to be 

buzzing and some other speaking voices that Ji Feng couldn’t hear clearly at all. 

Then, these garbled sounds gradually disappeared and eventually became silent. 

At this time, a footstep sounded, and Ji Feng immediately heard it, it was the sound made by a person 

wearing leather shoes stepping on the floor. 

“Beep beep beep ……” a sound like a mobile phone button rang out. 

“I will definitely look to find it as soon as possible and won’t let him wander off again!” Suddenly, a clear 

sentence reached Ji Feng’s ears, “The scope has now been focused on Jiangzhou, but the network is so 

big that I can’t guarantee that I can block it all …… To prevent it from running away to other places, I’ve 

decided to launch another sweep tomorrow… …” 

The words became vague again here, and there were interruptions in between, but the general 

meaning, Ji Feng understood, and he held the phone, half a day without moving. 



A long time later, he asked, “Wang Xin, according to your guess, the other side is looking for, what 

exactly is it?!” 

“Boss, in fact, when cooperating with those people, since I was only responsible for breaking through 

the other party’s firewall and wasn’t with them, so when the other party invaded into the servers of 

those network companies, I didn’t know exactly what aspect of information the other party would focus 

on!” 

Wang Xin seemed hesitant, she was deliberating almost every word, not at all sure of what she was 

saying, “Boss, my guess, based on this conversation, is that what they are looking for, exists on the 

network, moves on its own, and sounds as if it is talking about a person ……” 

“So, your guess is ……” In Ji Feng’s heart, he already had a vague feeling, but he was somewhat reluctant 

to believe his guess, and didn’t even want to hear Wang Xin’s guess from her mouth. However, he had 

to face this question squarely, and could only ask it with a stiff upper lip. 

“My guess, what they are looking for could be, is ……” Wang Xin took a deep breath, as if to drive away 

the shock in her heart, before she lowered her voice and said, “It could be a piece of intelligent 

program! Or, a complete intelligent program!” 

Boom! 

Ji Feng only felt as if his scalp had exploded at once, and his hands and feet were slightly tingling. 

That was his guess! 

Based on that intermittent conversation, coupled with his understanding of computer technology, both 

Ji Feng and Wang Xin could only make such a guess, as to whether there were other possibilities, Ji Feng 

naturally did not deny it, but with his knowledge and insight, he could only guess this far. 

This is not the most important thing, but what makes Ji Feng’s head spin is that if his and Wang Xin’s 

guess is true, then what should be done? 

Ji Feng suddenly remembered the foreign killer he had met before, the Wolverine-like monster! And 

then think about the foreigner who took his arm off that Warmth saw at first, and the lubricant-like 

thing he found in the Royal Club box …… 

Ji Feng had always suspected that the dynasty must possess an extremely high level of technology, 

anyway, he had never heard of anyone in this world who could replace all of a person’s vertebrae with 

metal, and the person still managed to live and look great …… If he didn’t possess an extraordinary level 

of technology, how could he do this? 

“Shit! Shit!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but grit his teeth and cursed angrily twice, his back was even breaking out in a cold 

sweat, Dynasty, really so perverted?! 

But, if Dynasty really possessed an intelligent program, how did that thing appear in Jiangzhou? 

Moreover, how did Dynasty possess the intelligent program? He was hit by a particle stream in broad 

daylight when he got the intelligent brain, could it be that some pervert from Dynasty was also so lucky? 



Ji Feng wasn’t afraid of being wrong in his guess, it didn’t matter if he was wrong, it was just a big deal to 

make a joke. 

But what if one’s guess was correct?! 

“Phew…!” 

Ji Feng took a deep breath and forced himself to calm down, carefully deliberating for a moment, he 

asked in a deep voice: “Wang Xin, in your opinion, did the other party find what they were looking for?!” 

“In my speculation, not yet, because the last time we were about to conduct a large-scale sweep, but 

Yang Yu tracked me and those people, so that operation was forced to be cancelled, and then …… that 

was the night you found me, we acted again, and as a result, people were caught! ” Wang Xin said, 

“Therefore I deduce that the other party should not have found it!” 

“Then good, let’s find it, and we have to find it before everyone else!” Ji Feng said in a decisive manner. 
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“Yes!” Wang Xin replied dryly without the slightest ambiguity, but then, she said hesitantly, “But boss, 

what if our guesses are wrong?” 

Ji Feng clenched his teeth and said, “If our guess is wrong, I’ll give you and Yang Yu a big gift!” 

In fact, Wang Xin did not know that Ji Feng really wanted his guess to be wrong, otherwise, it would be a 

big trouble. No one knew better than Ji Feng how terrifyingly powerful an intelligent program could be, 

it could simply stir up a world into chaos! 

What’s more, Ji Feng vaguely felt that the reason why the technology level of the dynasty was so 

advanced was definitely unrelated to the intelligent program he guessed, so in Ji Feng’s opinion, if his 

guess was proven wrong, not to mention one big gift, even if it was ten or a hundred, Ji Feng would 

gladly take it out. 

Wang Xin also seemed to have experienced the expectation in Ji Feng’s heart, she nodded and said 

seriously, “Boss, I will try my best to find it ……” 

Before she could finish her words, she was interrupted by Ji Feng: “Not try to find it, as long as what we 

guess really exists, we must find it, you guys just let go and do whatever you want, as long as you don’t 

hurt the innocent, I’ll take care of all the consequences …… In short, it’s one word, find it! Catch it! Get 

ahead of our opponents and get that thing under control …… at all costs!” 

Wang Xin was instantly astonished, and immediately she nodded her head and said, “Yes! Take it at all 

costs!” 

Only then did Ji Feng nod in satisfaction and said, “Just follow this attitude, you and Yang Yu put the 

other work at hand aside for now and start looking for it immediately, leave those jobs to the new staff, 

you don’t have a list yet anyway, and you don’t have to consider the benefits, do you hear me?” 

“Yes!” Wang Xin answered. 

“I’m waiting for good news from you guys!” Ji Feng said seriously. 



“Please rest assured, boss!” Wang Xin said firmly. 

Ji Feng hesitated for a moment before asking, “Wang Xin, didn’t you say that there is no real artificial 

intelligence in this world? I see that the news is saying that artificial intelligence is only under research, 

so how come you also guess that it’s an intelligent program?” 

“Boss, I actually once hacked into the internal server of a large foreign company before and got some 

information. Artificial intelligence technology, in fact, has gradually matured, and intelligent programs, it 

is said that they are already being researched, so if intelligent programs really appear now, although it is 

shocking and may even blow up the whole world, it is not something that cannot be accepted!” 

Wang Xin was a bit surprised, didn’t the boss just guess right away that what those people were looking 

for should be an intelligent program? How come he still doubted the existence of intelligent programs 

now instead? 

“Boss, in the past, humans always thought that flying into space was just a dream, but didn’t it also 

come true later?” Wang Xin cited an example. 

Ji Feng instantly said, “I understand, then let’s follow what we just said and go find it immediately!” 

In fact, Ji Feng only doubted if what Dynasty was looking for was an intelligent program, and if it was, 

then where did this intelligent program come from? 

Ji Feng thought of a possibility …… 

…… 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng leaned back in his seat and didn’t move for half a day, just staring 

blankly at the garage door in front of him, his eyes seemed to fall on the pattern on the door, but when 

he looked more closely, there was nothing to focus on, and his eyes were all blank. 

“Intelligent programs ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but scratch his head hard, things are getting really 

complicated, how come even intelligent programs are popping up! 

Ji Feng thought about it, or immediately concentrated on it and asked in his mind, “Intelligent Brain, 

when you came over from the Gamma Galaxy, there was another intelligent brain that came with you?” 

Ji Feng clearly remembered that the Wise Brain had said that the Gamma Galaxy had been destroyed 

because of the war. When the galaxy was destroyed, the wise brain was brought out by a stream of 

electrons, which tumbled to Earth, and coincidentally smashed right on its own head. 

But the question is, was the Smart Brain really the only agent-assisted system that escaped? Was there 

another intelligent program? 

Even though Ji Feng knew that this possibility was too small, he could not rule out this possibility. 

Just imagine, since the intelligent brain could come to Earth from the Gamma Galaxy, it means that 

there is some kind of condition in this universe that can make the particle flow come to Earth from the 

Gamma Galaxy! In that case, it’s not impossible that another Homo Sapiens II or III, IV, V, VI or whatever 

could come to Earth! 



“Master, I can’t answer this question with certainty!” The Wise Brain’s voice rang out in Ji Feng’s mind, 

“Because when the Wise Brain travels through the universe, it is a stream of particles with a limited 

sensing range, and it cannot sense exactly whether there is a stream of particles around it that thinks 

with the Wise Brain ……” 

“So, if you were asked to sense now and help find a piece of intelligent program, could you find it?” Ji 

Feng asked. 

“Master, the intelligent brain is just an agent assistance system, not good at finding ……” the intelligent 

brain said truthfully. 

Ji Feng immediately scratched his head a bit, he asked with undying determination, “Intelligent Brain, 

you give an analysis, is it possible that …… there are other intelligent programs from the Gamma Galaxy 

that have come to Earth?” 

The intelligent brain did not answer immediately, but said after a moment, “Master, according to the 

program’s calculations, the chance of what the master said happening is only one in a billion! The entire 

gamma galaxy had disappeared into the universe in the first place, and even if there was a particle flow, 

it would not be that easy to escape!” 

“So that means the possibility is almost non-existent?!” Ji Feng asked cautiously. 

“If we go by the results of the calculation program, that is indeed the case!” The intelligent brain 

immediately replied back. 

Only then did Ji Feng let out a faint sigh of relief and couldn’t help but wipe his forehead and let out a 

long breath, “I hope it’s really as you said, otherwise, this time it would really be troublesome.” 

In case another AI that was even more powerful than the intelligent brain came out, Ji Feng simply 

didn’t dare to imagine that kind of scene! 

“Phew…!” 

Ji Feng exhaled a long breath, shook his head slightly, and finally gave up the intention of asking the 

intelligent brain to help search for that thing, the intelligent brain was not good at searching, using its 

own shortcomings to attack the enemy’s strengths, this kind of stupid thing Ji Feng would never do, if it 

was not good enough, it would also let others find out the existence of the intelligent brain! 

“Let’s hope Yang Yu and Wang Xin can bring good news!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, now 

his only expectation was that Yang Yu and Wang Xin would be able to exert their extraordinary energy 

and find that thing before Dynasty did! 

“Dynasty, has it been found now or not ……” 

Ji Feng’s biggest worry was that Dynasty had now found the item and brought it back, if that was the 

case, even if Yang Yu and Wang Xin had great abilities, it would be of no use, the item had been taken 

away, where else could they find it? Unless they robbed it! 

“Knock knock knock!” The car window was suddenly knocked on, Ji Feng jerked his head around, but 

found Tong Lei standing outside the car at some point, looking at himself with a smile. 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned, he couldn’t imagine that he was so lost in thought that he didn’t 

even notice that Tong Lei had arrived, this had never happened before, obviously, he was distracted by 

this phone call from Wang Xin! 

He then realized that he had probably subconsciously treated the dynasty as a life-and-death enemy, 

and that was why he had taken it so seriously. 

Faintly shaking his head, Ji Feng stopped thinking about this, he opened the car door, took Tong Lei’s 

small hand and asked with a smile, “Why are you out, where are Xiao Yu and Yu Xuan?” 

“They have also come down, they are talking in the living room, why are you sitting in the car alone, how 

hot is this weather!” Tong Lei’s clear and pleasant voice calmed down Ji Feng’s originally disturbed 

mood, her small hand still tickled Ji Feng’s palm, looking playful. 

“Little girl, how dare you molest me?” Ji Feng instantly walked down from the car viciously and was 

about to pick up Tong Lei with one hand, “See if I don’t spank you!” 

“Ah!” 

Tong Lei immediately let out a soft cry, “Stop it, Xiao Yu and the girls are still in the living room, how 

embarrassing it would be if someone sees you later!” 

Naturally, Ji Feng knew that it was a bit inappropriate to play around with Tong Lei here, but he still 

hummed, “See if you dare to provoke me in the future!” 

Tong Lei immediately spat out her cute pink tongue and said with a cheeky smile, “You’re allowed to 

molest us, but we’re not allowed to molest you! If you’re so domineering, be careful that Sister Yu Xuan 

and I will join forces against you!” 

Ji Feng lost his smile, this girl had now picked up this trick of Yu Xuan’s as well, he immediately pounced 

viciously towards Tong Lei, who immediately ran away with a playful smile. 

“This girl!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh as he also quickly followed. 

Arriving at the living room on the ground floor, Ji Feng saw that Xiao Yuxuan was currently talking to Ji 

Xiaoyu about something, and the two seemed to be having a very happy conversation, giggling from 

time to time. 

“What are you talking about, so happy?!” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

Xiao Yuxuan laughed: “Our Xiao Yu seems to be in love, however, she likes not the two people she saw 

today, but a ……” 

“Sister Yu Xuan ~~~~” Ji Xiaoyu was instantly shy and pouted, “You promised me not to tell Third 

Brother before I told you!” 

Xiao Yuxuan suddenly giggled, “Fine, fine, I won’t say anything, but if you want your third brother’s help 

but don’t tell him, then he won’t help you!” 

Ji Xiaoyu couldn’t help but blush slightly, some hesitation glanced at Ji Feng, wanted to say something 

but wanted to stop talking. 



“Oh ……” 

Ji Feng looked at her like that, can’t help but shake his head and laugh, “Xiao Yu, if you need anything 

from third brother, just say it directly, if you are too embarrassed to tell me, then talk to Yu Xuan or talk 

to Lei Lei, it’s fine!” 

“Oh!” Ji Xiaoyu let out an oh, still too embarrassed to say, but just nodded her head. 

Ji Feng didn’t have the heart to ask too much about this now, so he didn’t ask too much, he just smiled 

and said, “I’m going to give second brother a call and take you to second uncle’s house in the evening 

……” 

  

Chapter 610 

The arrival of Ji Xiaoyu made it possible for Ji Feng to finally steal time from his busy schedule and have 

some fun. This leisurely time made Ji Feng greatly relaxed, and he had dinner at his second uncle’s 

house, and even drank a few more glasses and talked and laughed with his second brother. 

Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei were also in a very happy mood. Since Ji Feng joined the pharmaceutical 

factory and the network company, he almost always leaves early and comes home late, although every 

night he will embrace the two girls to sleep, but in order to avoid his body collapse, the two girls strictly 

limit his desire, not allowing him to frequently fool around. 

Of course, although the two women often could not resist Ji Feng’s teasing and eventually fell into the 

storm that Ji Feng brought, in many cases, Ji Feng could only have time to spend with them at night. 

Under such circumstances, the two women would inevitably be a little lonely. 

Now that Ji Feng was completely relaxed and accompanied them to relax, Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei 

were naturally in a good mood. 

“Second brother, come!” Ji Feng lifted his cup and smilingly clinked his cup with his second brother, Ji 

Shaolei, and tilted his head and drank it down. 

Ji Shaolei also tilted his head and drank the beer in the cup, laughing, “Third child, that set of 

movements you taught me, it’s indeed very powerful, it’s only been half a year, I can clearly feel my 

body changing, it’s much more flexible than before!” 

Ever since he suffered a loss in front of Xiang Yurou, Ji Shaolei had been thinking about getting stronger 

all the time, or at least defeating Xiang Yurou before he could. So for most of the year, Ji Shaolei had 

been practicing the first set of body-building exercises taught by Ji Feng, and even though it was hard at 

first, he had gritted his teeth and persevered in order to be able to hold a beauty soon. 

And the effect of his efforts was obvious. 

In just over half a year’s time, Ji Shaolei could feel a very obvious change, and his physical endurance 

and explosive power had both improved significantly. A few days ago, Ji Shaolei even went to the gym 

and the results of the test left him stunned, his strength had more than doubled! 



This is really amazing! 

One must know that a person’s strength can indeed increase greatly after scientific exercise, but with Ji 

Shaolei’s original physical condition, it would be horrifying to think that his strength had doubled in just 

half a year’s time. 

The reason is simple: if it is a weak and sickly person, because of the weak foundation, a slight increase 

in strength is obvious and it is easy to grow strength. 

But if someone who is already physically very strong wants to gain strength again significantly, it is not 

so easy. 

This is like an athlete, whether it is weightlifting, sprinting, hurdling or other physical sports, when after 

a long period of training, the athlete’s body reaches a certain level, at this time, it is very difficult to 

improve even a little bit more. 

This rule, on the other hand, does not apply in Ji Shaolei’s case. 

He had originally exercised a lot and had practiced sparring, but now there was still a substantial 

increase, not just in strength, but other convenient physical qualities were also being enhanced, so how 

could Ji Shaolei not be elated? 

Ji Feng laughed, “Second brother, what you are practicing now is only the first set of moves, plus your 

original physical fitness is not very good, that’s why the growth rate seems so fast. When you have 

mastered all the first set of moves, it won’t be so easy to have such a drastic growth again.” 

“My body is poor?!” A few black lines could not help but appear on Ji Shaolei’s forehead as he laughed 

bitterly, “Only you can say that! San’er, you can’t hold me to your kind of perverted standard, for an 

ordinary person, my original physical condition is already very good, of course, it’s far worse than you!” 

Ji Feng laughed: “That’s all well and good for you, but then again, that set of moves I taught you is 

something that will allow you to grow to my level! Do you think that I should hold you to my 

standards?!” 

“Really?!” Ji Shaolei was stunned, “I can grow to your level?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “It’s just a matter of time!” 

Ji Shaolei instantly laughed, fist-pumping with excitement, “San’er, I’m taking your word for it, how long 

will it take to grow to your level …… with my current condition base?!” 

“Probably within five years!” Ji Feng smiled and said. 

“Five years ……” Ji Shaolei couldn’t help but choke, “San’er, can you shorten the time a bit?” 

“If you practice diligently, the time will naturally be shortened!” Ji Feng said with a smile. 

“That’s good, I will definitely practice diligently, boy, it turns out that brother I will also have the day to 

become a master, hehehe ……” Ji Shaolei looked excited and couldn’t help but laugh out loud. 

However, he did not know that what Ji Feng said about reaching this point in his life actually included 

completing the second set of moves. 



Compared to the first set of moves, the difficulty of the second set of moves was simply more perverted. 

If it took an ordinary person about a year to complete the first set of moves, then it would take at least 

three to four years to complete the second set of moves. 

Even the current Ji Feng had not yet completely mastered the second set of moves and still needed 

some time to consolidate them, so how could Ji Shaolei achieve it so quickly? 

But for Ji Shaolei, as long as there was hope, it was good enough. As for whether he could really reach 

that level of Ji Feng, he did not doubt it in the slightest, because it had been proven that the set of 

moves taught by Ji Feng was really effective if one persisted in practicing them. 

“Second brother, don’t laugh, it’s so hard to hear!” Ji Xiaoyu wrinkled her nose next to her and struck Ji 

Shaolei without mercy. 

“You girl, even second brother dares to make fun of it!” Ji Shaolei grunted. 

“Second brother, you’re laughing very hard, it’s not like I’m talking nonsense!” Ji Xiaoyu smiled cheekily. 

In front of Xiao Yuxuan and Tong Lei, being teased by this little girl Ji Xiaoyu, Ji Shaolei’s face was a bit 

embarrassed, he hummed and said, “So you think my voice is hard to hear, ah, sigh, originally I wanted 

to take you to play tomorrow, and by the way, after you start school, I will give you a gift, but now well 

……” 

The first time I saw you, I said, “Second brother, you were just drunk, I didn’t say anything!” 

“Really did not say anything?” Ji Shaolei asked with a wry smile. 

“Yes, I really didn’t say anything!” Ji Xiaoyu’s head was nodding like a chicken pecking at rice, and her 

appearance looked extremely cute. 

The second aunt also looked happy in her heart, couldn’t help but glare at Ji Shaolei, humming: “You kid, 

how can you still be difficult for your sister …… Xiao Yu, you don’t have to worry, tomorrow let your 

second brother go buy you a gift, if he dares not to buy it, auntie won’t spare him, will definitely do it for 

you! ” 

“Hee hee ……” Looking at the downcast Ji Shaolei, Ji Xiaoyu burst into playful laughter. 

Ji Feng held a glass of wine, watching Ji Shaolei and others constantly joking, he also could not help but 

slightly shake his head and smile, it is rare to be free! 

Second uncle Ji Zhenguo seemed to know that Xiao Yu was afraid of himself, or perhaps because he 

didn’t want to see Ji Feng with his two girlfriends flaunting around, so he also just ate a bowl of rice, ate 

some random dishes and didn’t even drink any wine before he got up and went back to his study. 

Ji Feng drank a few more glasses of wine with Ji Shaolei before he smiled and said, “Second Aunt, you 

guys eat first, I’m going to find Second Uncle, something’s up.” 

The Ji family has always been based on the principle of a lady staying out of politics, so second aunt 

didn’t ask too much about what Ji Feng was going to find second uncle for, but nodded and smiled, “Go 

ahead!” 



After greeting the others again, Ji Feng then walked over with a smile. 

Arriving at the study, Ji Feng knocked on the door, “Knock knock knock!” 

“Come in!” From the study came Ji Zhenguo’s mid-spirited voice, “The door is unlocked!” 

Ji Feng pushed the door and walked in, finding his second uncle Ji Zhenguo sitting at his desk, wearing 

myopic glasses and looking at some documents. 

Seeing Ji Feng enter, Ji Zhenguo closed the folder, pointed to the sofa in front of him, and said, “Sit 

down.” 

“Second Uncle, there is something that I feel, it is necessary to discuss with you!” Ji Feng weighed his 

words and asked tentatively, “Second Uncle, you should know about the cyber extortion gang that was 

all the rage in Jiangzhou some time ago, right?” 

“Brat, what exactly do you want to say?!” 

Ji Zhenguo glanced at him and couldn’t help but hum, saying, “You brat has grown in ability now, how 

dare you abuse your power and turn a felon into a free man? Why didn’t you think to consult with me 

before doing these things?” 

His tone was unpleasant and his face was unpleasant as he stared at Ji Feng with a glaring gaze. 

Immediately, Ji Feng knew what matter Second Uncle was talking about, it was about how he had 

plucked Wang Xin out of that cyber extortion gang through Zheng Yuanshan’s connections and turned 

her into the general manager of Tengfei Network Company. In fact, he originally knew that Zheng 

Yuanshan would definitely tell his second uncle about this matter, not to mention whether there would 

be any involvement after this matter was made, just to show merit, Zheng Yuanshan would also say it. 

This is all human nature, so Ji Feng does not have any intention to blame Zheng Yuanshan, just now 

facing the second uncle, Ji Feng is a bit scratching his head, his own approach in this matter is really no 

different from those fops who abuse their power, although the purpose is different, but the process and 

means are obviously the same. 

“Second uncle, this matter is actually ……” Ji Feng opened his mouth, but there was nothing to explain, 

he smiled bitterly, “It’s my fault, you chastise me!” 

“Humph!” 

Ji Zhenguo coldly snorted, “You also know the mistake?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile bitterly, but in his heart, he was secretly wondering, according to reason, 

second uncle shouldn’t be so angry, could there be any mistake in between that he didn’t know about? 

“Come on, don’t look like you’re on the receiving end!” Ji Zhenhua hummed and said, “Tell me, what do 

you have to discuss with me!” 

 


